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19:30
20:45
ERÖFFNUNG
OPENING Performance
Performance
POCHEN SYMPOSIUM
» A JOURNEY FOR ELSI«
NASTJA SÄDE RÖNKKÖ
2021
WELCOMING
***
»Dear Elsi, now that you are in
19:45
Germany and have met the
Vortrag
Lecture
POCHEN team, you are proba
» DATA OBLIVION –
bly standing in front of the
DAS INFOSSILE V
 ERGESSEN «
performance audience. Now
it’s your job...«
Data, the sober children of
This or something similar will
statistics, take possession of
probably be the lines of the
the world and reconfigure last letter when Elsi opens it in
its webs of relationships. We
front of our eyes during the
have to painstakingly learn
performance. By then she will
the language of this data,
have opened countless such
mostly administered by pro
letters. A Journey for Elsi
grammed algorithms within
is a performance by the artist
technocratic infrastrucNastja Säde Rönkkö, written
tures, in order to participate for Elsi, performed by Elsi. For
in the culture of coding and
and by the artist Rönkkö, Elsi
decoding the deep data space.
was sent on a journey from
Who actually gives absolu- Finland to Chemnitz in Germa
tion to this game? And where
ny. Every day, Elsi needed to
does our freedom begin be open a letter, which navigated
yond this unfree data space?
her to the next stop on her
With Michael Saup’s lecture, journey. She had to do it without digital aids for the entire
we will try to approach the
journey. Did she make it?
answers.
We will see when—we hope—
she opens the last letter during
the performance.
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FRIDAY
DONNERSTAG THURSDAY FREITAG
***
***
19:00
21:30
Discussion
Live-Konzert
Live Concert Diskussion
CRISTINA LUCAS
EINHEIT_SAUP
& SIMON WECKERT
(Michael Saup / FM Einheit)
in conversation with
SABINE MARIA SCHMIDT
At the end of the evening,
& ANJA RICHTER
Michael Saup and Frank-
Martin Strauß alias FM Einheit,
member of the music group This year, the Kunstsammlungen
Chemnitz is dedicating itself
Einstürzende Neubauten,
will do the honors. In their pro to two artists whose positions
ject, they will mix Saup’s
explore the digital boundaries
spherical guitar playing with
of art. For the long-term pro
FM Einheit’s unique percus- ject Unending Lightning (2016)
sion and rhythm. The result is
by the artist Cristina Lucas,
a unique special that we
for example, an elaborate
will listen to on this evening.
setup was programmed that
brings together the multilayered data and makes it vis
ually tangible in the form of
a three-part video installation.
In addition, the work Ubuntu
—The other me by the artist
Simon Weckert, exhibited
at the Museum Gunzenhauser,
examines the increasing in
fluence of artificial intelligence
on our everyday lives. Sabine
Maria Schmidt, curator of
the Kunstsammlungen Chem
nitz, and Anja Richter, curator of
the Museum Gunzenhauser,
will be entering a c
 onversation with both artists: How
is art changed by the digital?
This and other questions
will be addressed in the live
webinar.

You can find the URL link to the
event at www.pochen.eu.
* Venue: Chemnitz Open Space * Venue: Chemnitz Open Space
A②
* Admission: Donation
* Admission: Donation

* Venue: Chemnitz Open Space * Venue: online
* Admission: Donation
* Admission: free
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20:30
14:00
Kochshow
Live cooking Workshop
Workshop
»KETCHUP YOUR
A DATA JOURNEY –
AN INTERACTIVE
DATABASE«
with
COURSE TO EXPERIMENT
MAREIKE HORNOF
WITH OUR DATA
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14:00
19:00
Workshop
Workshop Dikussion
Discussion
CO-CREATE
» QUERY RUNNING –
ONLINE: #MESSAGE
HOW OBJECTIVE IS AI? «
WITH MEMES!
with WOLFGANG
with SABINE FALLER
EINHÄUSER-TREYER
and LAJLA FETIC
(ZKM Karlsruhe)

Networking—chatting with each Data is abstract. We can’t taste
other, forging ideas, spinning
it, hear it or feel it. Neverthe
less, they are on everyone’s
concepts and ... cooking
lips, because more and more
together. At this networking
aspects of our daily lives are
event, we will cook our own
soup together. And it’s up to all being recorded in digital data
structures. The fact that we
of you: all participants are
humans collect and evaluate
asked to bring one ingredient
data is not new. Since time
with them. During the event,
we will cook a new dish from immemorial, we have documented our environment in models,
these ingredients while we
figures or tables. However,
tinker with the recipes for suc
cess of our common future. with the help of interconnected
So let’s chat, cook, eat, and at
computers, we collect much
the end of this experimental
more data today than anyone
evening, take home something
could have imagined in the
more than the extraordinary
past. In this workshop, we will
recipe that will be created this
try to become a little more
evening.
familiar with the digital collec
tion of data. Together we will
go through a small data course
and learn more about the
practical handling of collect
ing, analysing and visualising
data. Please have a smart
phone at hand for the event.

A③

They are small, usually funny
Everyone is probably familiar
and can be found almost
with these strange déjà-vu’s:
everywhere on the net—memes. you think about some product
But they are more than funny
that you still need to get,
and as if by magic it appears
pictures with abbreviated
the next time you surf the
statements. They can dictate
web. Coincidence, or maybe
opinions and promote stereo
typical ideas. Political elec not? We want to find out more:
tions are now largely decided
What is the basis of these
by these colourful images. decisions made by algorithms,
Reason enough to take a closer
and are there really algolook. In this digital workshop, rithms behind them, which, as
some claim, are neither intel
the speaker Sabine Faller,
research assistant in the de ligent nor artificial? This panel
partment of museum com
discussion will provide us
munication at the ZKM | Centre with some answers to these and
other questions. Discussing:
for Art and Media in Karlsruhe, will give us a look behind
Neuroinformatician Prof.
the scenes of meme culture. Dr. Wolfgang Einhäuser-Treyer
and Lajla Fetic, co-leader
of the Bertelsmann Foundation
project »Ethics of Algorithms«.
The event will be presented
by Agnieszka Kubicka-
Dzieduszycka, curator of the
WRO Biennial and the POCHEN
Biennial 2022.
The workshop will take place
analog on 23.10.21 at the
Kulturhaus Arthur and digitally
on 27.10.21 at 18:00 via Zoom.

Every guest is supposed
to bring one ingredient for our
recipe.
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INTRO

Many new words are circling
around us. They sound modern,
mysterious and give the im
pression of being robust, intel
ligent and reliable, at least
as much as the machines that
control the phenomena and
processes behind these words.
Digitalisation, Big Data, artifi
cial intelligence, automation,
optimisation, behavioural
programming, the Internet of
Things, affective computing
—these are the most frequently
used terms to describe the
current profound transformati
on of the world. These words
raise hope for a smooth, smart
overcoming of the numerous
current crises and, at the same
time, disquiet due to a certain
ambiguity they spread. The only
thing that is certain is that the
current radical transition to
digitality is completely chang
ing our lives live, before our
eyes. For better or worse. Al
though time is accelerating and
the technosphere is evolving
at an almost exponential pace,
it seems that things have not
yet progressed to the point
where they are completely beyond our control, and that we
as humanity are still able to
collectively and more equitably
shape the direction of change
that technological develop
ments are setting. This year’s
POCHEN SYMPOSIUM, which
prepares the ground for next
year’s POCHEN BIENNALE,
is dedicated to reflecting and
discussing these questions.
Together with artists, experts,
academics, activists and
Chemnitzers, we want to scan
the field of discourse, identify

one will question the oppor
tunities and success it has had
on knowledge transfer, com
munication or production rela
tions. Nevertheless, many
facets of this historically
unique upheaval indicate: We
have not digitised a better
world. New power structures
have been created and
cemented over the years. We
have created new forms of
togetherness, and at the
same time perverted some of
them. Knowledge is available
to us anytime and anywhere.
And its misuse is equally omni
present. Where until recently
the world seemed to be moving closer together due to the
comprehensive processes
of digitalisation, our democratic
values and our social coex
istence are increasingly being
put to the test. But there are
counter-designs: concepts on
data literacy or ideas like
Big Democracy promise more
competence and transparency
as well as an unprecedented
degree of social participation.
Together, we want to explore these areas of tension.
What does our data reveal, and
where do we release it?
How can we find answers to
these questions with the
means of art and stimulate
new immersive experiences to
engage with the thematic
field—at the POCHEN SYMPOSIUM 2021, we will attempt
to approach this challenge.

the most questionable and
hopeful moments, grasp
the systemic complexity of
the issues, and find new
approaches and perspectives
to strengthen and empower
communities and individuals
involved in the digital trans
formation. As curator of the
POCHEN BIENNALE 2022, I am
delighted to be able to par
ticipate in this organic process
that the team and I have been
developing together for several
months, in the run-up to next
year’s exhibition. I expect
the symposium to put us in a
state of heightened, attentive,
critical and creative awareness and prepare us to encoun
ter artists who use technology in their artistic practice:
Analysing, transforming, visual
ising and capturing data to
create spaces for greater human
autonomy in the digital age.
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20:30
Konzert
Concert
TIBSLC &
FELIX DEUFEL (live)
(Zimmt Leipzig)
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19:00
Exkursion
Excursion
Film
Film
» CITY DRIFT «
» CODED BIAS «
FINDING BITS &
PIECES
SHALINI KANTAYYA
(2020)
with LUCIA SCHAUB
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***
11:00
Führung
Tour
DIALOGICAL CURATORIAL
TOUR THROUGH
THE EXHIBITION
CRISTINA LUCAS –
» MASCHINE
Using their own 3D audio soft
IM STILLSTAND «
ware tools, synthesizers and
field recordings, Felix Deufel
How does the digital trans
(Spatial Operator / Sound
scapes) and Jonas Wiese formation influence art and how
(Synthesis / Composition) com
is it reflected in artistic work?
pose unique spatial audio
This is a question that these
performances. Based on their two curators are probably par
ticularly concerned about in
captured sounds, the duo
their everyday lives. The cura
develops a dynamic narrative
tor of the Kunstsammlungen
that, immersive and present,
Chemnitz, Sabine-Maria
listeners and yet always expo
Schmidt, and the curator of
ses them to ruptures. At
this event we will immerse our- the WRO Biennial and POCHEN
selves in their sound worlds:
Biennial 2022, Agnieszka
We will be carried away by the
Kubicka-Dzieduszycka, will
intense crescendo and the
discuss the topic. Strolling
haunting whisper of their com through the exhibition, the two
positions.
curators will talk about the
work of artist Cristina Lucas,
the new means and possi
bilities or the future of art in
the face of digitalisation. What
else will they talk about?
Let’s find out! In this Instagram
livestream, we follow them
through the exhibition and during their remarks.

Facial recognition software
You leave them everywhere,
that does not recognize people
these traces that provide little
of color; job application tools
bits of information, clues to
that screen out female ap our biography and our personal
data. Not only in digital space,
plicants—do algorithms have
also in non-virtual space. To
biases on the basis of which
become a little more aware
they discriminate against peo
ple? Filmmaker and activist of this, we want to give free rein
Shalini Kantayya addresses
to our love of harvesting data.
this question in her film Coded As part of this scavenger hunt,
Bias. Kanatayya’s film shows
we will use small tasks to
cases of pre-programmed search for the data of our neigh
bours and fellow citizens
discrimination: technologies
in Chemnitz. Download your
based on algorithms re
search request at www.
produce the prejudices of their
pochen.eu and go out with
mostly white, male program
mers. The film’s distressing
your friends or family! After
insight: artificial intelligence is
your data harvesting tour,
you can drop off the complet
only as intelligent as the hu
man natures that program it.
ed forms in the designated
This evening, we will find out
mailbox at the Open Space.
how the consequences affect
What will happen to the data?
our everday lives, and how
Who can say for sure today...
it could come to this in the first
Maybe they will be exhibited
place.
on the same evening?

This event is happening in
close collaboration with
Kunstsammlungen Chemnitz
* Venue: Chemnitz Open Space * Venue: Kunstsammlungen
 Chemnitz / Online
* Admission: Donation

C②

21.9.2021,
Agnieszka Kubicka-
Dzieduszycka,
curator of the POCHEN
BIENNALE 2022

* Venue: Chemnitz Open Space
B③
* Admission: Donation

* Venue: Kulturhaus Arthur
* Admission: Donation

* Venue: Chemnitz Open Space * Venue: Public space
* Admission: Donation
* Admission: Free
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EN
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Big Data, Data Literacy, Block
chain or Data Commons—
behind these more or less
clearly defined terms lie phe
nomena that mark the current
peak of a rapidly advancing
development. In the past
decades, the digital transfor
mation has penetrated ever
deeper into our everyday lives,
spreading. Its result: a com
prehensive change in the
media, which digitally networks
previously unconnected
things with ever larger data
streams, makes the invisible
visible and globalises the
local. While the media public
sphere exploded via the inter
net, the world became a
village in which distances were
eliminated and knowledge
was made available to all users
at all times. Comprehensive
digitalisation has given us a
global brain that brings us
closer together and our exist
ence seems to take on increas
ingly hybrid forms. We as
users have long since ceased
to be mere recipients: As
produsers, we produce infor
mation and emit a multitude
of data. Under the catchphrase
Big Data, we are enriching
ourselves with ever new possi
bilities of digital practices.
It also has become a buzzword
for new forms of surveillance
and far-reaching possibilities of manipulation: Bots influ
ence elections in social net
works, we encounter new
forms of exclusion and new
monopolies of power are
emerging. And so the digital
transformation of society
shows two faces: hardly any

You can find the Zoom The event will be streamed live
link to the online event on our
via POCHEN-Social media
website at www.pochen.eu. channels Facebook and Youtube

* Venue: Chemnitz Open Space * Venue: Chemnitz Open Space
B②
* Admission: Donation
* Admission: Donation
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